Abstract. Investigate the effects of dark channel, space light environment and the improved imaging models on the enhancement of lunar images. As the Dark Channel Prior Theory has gained attention from scholars and the professional field, it will be applied to many other aspects and areas. It is very clear that lunar image enhancement is very important to the further study of lunar science. This master thesis aims to use dark channel, space light and lunar imagery model to enhance lunar images, laying a solid foundation for the future investigation of lunar science. There are many published researches on the lunar image enhancement algorithm, but studies related to using dark channel to enhance lunar images are still in the initial stage and less fruitful.
Introduction
While forming the image of lunar in the space, the sunlight, stray lights in the space and cosmic rays might be involved in the process [1] , enhance the lunar background image so that have deviation for the original image. This paper investigates the combined effects of the modified imagery model and space light environment [2] on the enhancement of lunar images.
With the multiple correlation between lunar images and the Dark Channel Prior Theory [3] , such as one of the basic characteristics of major grey shades of lunar images, the paper aims to enhance lunar images based on Dark Channel Prior Theory and further improve the lunar image definition with the help of wavelet [4] and cosmic rays. With such processing, lunar images will present clearer characteristics that assist future investigations.
New Improved Model Based On Dark Channel
First, the original image using dark channel processing. Then dark channel was using wavelet processing. Finally the improved method was used. 
Dark Channel Definition
We define the dark passage with the formula described in the following for an image J formula: (1) That is the minimum value to pixel X as the center. Take the minimum over three channels respectively Ω window inside. Then take three through as the pixel values of x dark passage, as shown below: We J dark called J of dark colors and the more empirical law called dark colors priori.
Improved Imaging of the Lunar Physical Model
From the perspective of the physical model, in order to enhance images of the moon, it is necessary to understand the physical causes of moon images. The physical imaging model consists of two parts. The first part is transmitted directly. This is known as direct transmission. The second part is called space illumination.
Expressed in the following equation:
I aerospace equipment, imaging, J is the scene of the reflected light intensity (i.e., the image with no ambient space light). A is the space light intensity. t is used to describe the transmission of light through the media to the imaging device process without scattering the portion (the imaging device received part). The image enhancement goal is to recover from I to J.
Space Light
Moon images are taken by aerospace equipment in space scenes because they have natural light illumination effects, mainly from the sun, Earth, stars, galactic cosmic rays, and the like. Direct sunlight is the main light source. Other natural sources of light include the Milky Way, stars, and other celestial bodies in the galaxy that emit radiation in small orders of magnitude. They can be considered as stray space light.
Space light during simulation, showing the range of gray value images is [0,255], unable to complete brightness range of display space; therefore, a high dynamic range rendering technique algorithm partitioning exposure photography scene brightness adjustment, in limited achieves a higher level of detail within the display dynamic range.
According to the analysis of space light environments, the spacecraft suffered from direct sunlight, stray space light, and Earth diffuse reflectance modeling calculations. You can hit the space we need to use light coefficient A.
Of course, there are simple types of algorithms with which to extract the dark primary color channel brightest pixel of 0.1%, and the estimated value of the maximum luminance value that corresponds to the original image, I, as space light A.
Transmittance
A light is known hypothesis space [4] , and in a partial window, Ω (x), the transmittance consistent, denoted by t (x). For the minimum operation performed in a partial image block:
Dark colors according to prior knowledge. In this partial block, there is at least one pixel of dark color, and its value tends to be 0: (4) Bringing it into the estimation formula obtained transmittance: (5) In the calculation of the transmittance t appeal process, the transmittance of the partial image is assumed that the block has been, there may be inconsistent with the actual situation, the transmittance of the calculation result data obtained t appear blocky effect. In this regard, with the use of Levin et al.'s [5] soft matting algorithm for optimized transmittance, t can be inserted within precision. However, this requires extensive processing time. Future work will be focused on testing more samples, do analyzed by qualitative and quantitative.
Testing Results and Analysis

Conclusion
This paper presents a dark channel new algorithm for Lunar image enhancement. The test results of the new enhancement algorithm have shown that the proposed algorithm apply to Lunar images, and can be more effective prominent topographic features related to the lunar surface images. According to the results, the new proposed enhancement algorithms have significantly enhanced than original. We will continue to study the improved algorithm based on dark channel future, provide a reliable basis for the research study Lunar image.
